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SCK CEN, or the Belgian Nuclear
Research Centre, is a world leader in
terms of scientific research, service
provision and training in the nuclear
sector. With around 900 staff at the
site in Mol and its registered office in
Brussels, SCK CEN is one of the largest
research centres in Belgium.

www.sckcen.be

Exploring
a better tomorrow
We explore. Driven by our passion
for science. Strengthened by our
unique infrastructure. We push the
boundaries. We continuously expand
our knowledge in various nuclear
fields. However many directions we
explore, we always have the same
goal in mind: developing innovative
applications for society. Why do we
pursue that goal? Because we are
convinced that we can make a huge
difference with one of the smallest
elements on Earth – the atom. Both
now and in the future.
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697

13 years

934

men

average service

EMPLOYEES

39%

237

with an
academic degree

women

43

nationalities

SCK CEN in figures 2019

679

scientific
publications
and presentations
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72

doctoral students
35% from Belgium
65% from abroad

27

PhDs commenced

130

training courses run
for third parties
with 1,956 attendees

59

countries
SCK CEN is active in 59 countries.
The research activities run from
America to Australia.

Groundbreaking
science

Social
relevance

International
foothold

We think ‘outside the box’, leave our
comfort zone and stray from the
beaten track. As true pioneers, we
discover new horizons. Daring and
innovative, but always in balance:
we take responsible choices through
our scientific approach and our
experience.

Social relevance is the central thread
through everything we do. We help
the world by providing solutions to
societal challenges, in terms of safety,
health and sustainability. Based on
technology, but always with a focus
on people and their environment.

We have deep-rooted knowledge
ourselves, but also reach out
for collaborations. International
partnerships are enriching. By
pooling our strengths, we aim for
added value: scientific progress,
expertise and quality. That means we
act from an international mindset.
This is reflected in our personnel
too: SCK CEN covers no less than 40
nationalities.
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Areas of expertise
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Health

Environment

Society

Radiation can damage healthy
tissue, but how? How do our bodies
respond to low doses? Or to high
doses such as with radiation therapy
or in space? What are the short and
long-term effects? SCK CEN lays
the biological mechanisms bare:
necessary knowledge in the battle
against cancer. SCK CEN applies its
multi-faceted expertise to develop
personalised and, in particular, less
invasive cancer therapies.

What is radioactive waste? What
do we do with it? What if a nuclear
power station is decommissioned?
What about natural sources of
radioactivity? SCK CEN is working on
numerous applications for protecting
people and the environment against
radioactivity, both now and in the
far future. Radioactivity cannot be
perceived by human senses, however.
SCK CEN use s advance d me asure me nt
equipment to measure and monitor
radioactivity continuously.

Local residents, personnel, cancer
patients or astronauts. Before we
begin a research project, we ask
ourselves the question: does this
research add value to society?
This, then, is the starting point for
our actions, but one specific line
of research studies the interaction
between nuclear technology and
society in particular.

Sub-fields:
Dosimetry
Combatting cancer
Space travel research

Sub-fields:
Waste and disposal
Crisis management
Dosimetry
Low-radioactivity measurements
Dismantling & decontamination

p.21
p.8
p.10

p.12
p.20
p.21
p.13
p. 11

Materials

Technology

Safety

Extending the lifespan of a nuclear
reactor?
Choosing
structural
materials for new reactor concepts?
Since it was founded, SCK CEN has
built up a treasure trove of knowledge
on material ageing. With this
knowledge, researchers at SCK CEN
can accurately predict how materials
(will) behave in a nuclear reactor.

Innovation in nuclear technology
is proceeding apace. SCK CEN is
actively helping to develop nuclear
fusion, rapid reactors and particle
accelerators. SCK CEN is also
developing innovative techniques
for dismantling nuclear installations,
managing radioactive residue in a
more targeted manner and producing
pure medical radio-isotopes.

Guaranteeing the safe operation of
nuclear reactors? Taking measures
in the event of a nuclear accident?
Healthy ways for astronauts to e xplore
space? Monitoring radioactivity?
Safety is the priority. That makes it
the motive behind the activities that
SCK CEN carries out in this context.

Sub-fields:
New reactors and nuclear fuels
Safe operation

Sub-fields:
Particle accelerators
Nuclear fusion
New reactors and nuclear fuels
Dismantling & decontamination
Radiochemistry

Sub-fields:
Crisis management
Low-radioactivity measurements
Safe operation

p.16
p.15

p.18
p.17
p.16
p.11
p.19

p.20
p.13
p.15
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Expertise

Combatting cancer
SCK CEN in the battle
against cancer
The chances of surviving cancer are increasing year by year thanks to
new and improved treatments, but the same cannot be said for quality
of life. Patients may be left struggling with adverse effects from their
disease or treatment for years afterwards. Personalised and adapted
cancer treatments are therefore vital. SCK CEN applies its multifaceted expertise to meet that need.

Multi-faceted approach

SCK CEN is throwing its weight behind cancer research and using its
expertise to meet that need. The approach is multi-faceted.

Production of medical
radio-isotopes

Improving
radiotherapies

Developing targeted
therapies

Belgium is one of the five global
playe
rs in the production and
distribution of medical radioisotopes.
Almost 7 million patients are able
to undergo a medical examination
every year thanks to the Belgian
production of molybdenum-99, one
of the most-used radio-isotopes in
nuclear medicine for making cancer
diagnoses. However, SCK CEN is
continually expanding its provision
to increase radiation capacities and
produce a new generation of radioisotopes.

With classical radiotherapies, it
remains difficult to save the healthy
tissue surrounding the tumour.
Proton therapy works with a bundle
of accelerated protons, positively
charged particles. These particles
only give their maximum dose in the
area of the tumour, with less in front of
it or behind. This means the radiation
does not shoot past the tumour, so
the healthy tissue behind it is less
damaged than with conventional
radiotherapy.
SCK CEN is researching the biological
effects of proton therapy. SCK CEN
is also researching how to better
determine the radiation doses for
conventional photon and proton
therapy.

With targeted treatments, cancer
patients undergo no external
radiotherapy
(radiation),
being
administered
with
therapeutic
radiopharmaceuticals
instead.
Therapeutic radiopharmaceuticals
are medicines that take a radioactive
substance to the tumour via a
carrier molecule. As soon as the
carrier molecule has attached to
the cell, the radioactive isotope will
irradiate the cancer cell. The aim
is to disrupt the DNA of the tumour
cell and, ultimately, to kill it. With
NURA, SCK CEN is contributing to the
development and characterisation of
therapeutic radiopharmaceuticals.
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Areas of expertise

Health effects at low doses

Radiation protection at low doses
Most exposure comes
from the medical sector

Health effect
at low doses?

Radioactivity is a natural phenomenon, but is also used in
human activities. Belgians are exposed to an average dose
of 4 millisieverts every year. Almost half of this comes
from medical applications, where ionising radiation is
used to make diagnoses or in therapy. The radiation dose
is dependent on the type of research and the number of
examinations. For example, it would take eight months of
natural exposure to reach the same radiation dose as a CT
scan of the head.

The medical sector keeps the doses as low as possible, but
does that low dose still have an effect on healthy tissue?
What effect do these low doses have in both the short
and long term? SCK CEN is unravelling the mechanisms
to understand the health effects better. By giving these
mechanisms a scientific underpinning, SCK CEN is trying to
improve radiation protection, both within and beyond the
medical sector.

Three systems in the body
SCK CEN's research focuses on three systems in the human body:

Cognitive system

Cardiovascular system

Immune system
SCK CEN – 9

Expertise

Space travel
The world beyond the atmosphere

Space missions to Mars

Astronauts explore space for us. This broadens our
knowledge of what is going on beyond the atmosphere. Yet
this does involve risks. In space, astronauts are exposed
to extreme conditions: cosmic radiation, prolonged
weightlessness and social isolation. Among other things,
these factors cause stress, affect our eyesight and make
our bones more brittle. They even increase the risk of
cancer and heart conditions. Insight into these factors
is crucial for protecting space travellers against the
challenges of today or tomorrow.

SCK CEN's groundbreaking research forms the springboard
towards the coveted planet of Mars. SCK CEN collaborates
on this research with international partners. Space travel
research is extensive, ranging from analysing cosmic
radiation and determining radiation doses to closely
monitoring the health of astronauts. The research centre
also pays particular attention to bacteria. How do they
behave? Can astronauts use them to produce their own
oxygen, food and water in space? The investigations take
place both in space and on Earth.

Pillars of space travel research
SCK CEN plays a major role in space travel research in terms of

radiation dosimetry, human biology and microbiology and, since recently, plant biology
too.
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Areas of expertise

Dismantling & decontamination
From nuclear site
to grassland
Once a nuclear power station or nuclear facility has been
closed down definitively, it will need to be decontaminated
and dismantled. Dismantling is a process that takes many
years. Specialists must disassemble and demolish the
facilities, decontaminate the equipment and dispose of
the (non-)radioactive waste. What do they aim to achieve?
Restoring the site to its original state and repurposing it.

Rules for the art of dismantling
Dismantling a nuclear power station or another nuclear
facility is not a simple matter. Specialists need to know
what they are doing and have mastered the applicable
regulations and techniques. SCK CEN has dismantled
numerous facilities over the years. This has meant that the
research centre has built up comprehensive expertise and
developed new techniques, such as working with remotely
operated tools from a distance.
One golden rule applies to every dismantling project:
reducing the amount of radioactive waste to a minimum.
SCK CEN has certain techniques that help specialists to
succeed in this. SCK CEN found ways of cutting up reactor
components and purifying metals chemically. Components
that cannot get too contaminated are transported away to
the National Institute for Radioactive Waste and Enriched
Nuclear (NIRAS) for storage and disposal.

Three phases of dismantling
Every nuclear facility, ranging from a glove
compartment to a nuclear power plant, will be
dismantled. Each dismantling project goes through
three phases:

•
•
•

decommissioning,
demolition
& repurposing the space.
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Expertise

Waste and disposal
Radioactive waste: a collective term

Categories of radioactive waste

Radioactive waste resembles household and industrial
waste. It consists of all manner of substances, materials,
equipment, devices, piping, demolished installations,
protective clothing, etc., which can no longer be used.
So what is the difference? Radioactive waste contains
substances that emit ionising radiation. This radiation
penetrates material and can alter it or damage living
tissues. That means it could be dangerous to people and
the environment. Radioactivity does diminish with time.
Until the radiation has reached an acceptable level, the
managers must safeguard public health and develop a
safe solution.

Where does radioactive waste actually come from?
Most of it arises from the production of electricity
through nuclear fission. Not only nuclear power stations
produce radioactive waste, though. It is also produced
by nuclear medicine (e.g. injection needles), agriculture
(e.g. food sterilisation through irradiation) and industry
(e.g. inspection of welds). In line with the intensity of
the radiation and the lifespan, the radioactive waste is
subdivided into categories: low, medium or high activity
and short or long-lived waste.

Three solutions
for radioactive
waste
Each type of radioactive waste
requires a specific solution. The
key question is: how can we
provide optimum protection for
people and the environment? To
this end, the SCK CEN is studying
the scientific basis and feasibility
of three potential solutions:

•
•
•

surface disposal,
geological disposal,
transmutation.

The SCK CEN is carrying out these
studies in close consultation
with the National Institute for
Radioactive Waste and Enriched
Nuclear Fuels (NIRAS), which is
responsible for the short and longterm management of all Belgium's
radioactive waste.
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Areas of expertise

Low-radioactivity measurements
Radioactivity: invisible, but still there
Radioactivity is as old as the Earth itself. It is literally everywhere: in the water, in
the air, in the soil and in living be ings. Eve n humans are radioactive . Radioactivity
is therefore a natural phenomenon, but is also used in human activities. These
include electricity production, food sterilisation and inspecting welding seams,
for example. In this case, it is artificial radioactivity that is involved. Whether
natural or artificial, you cannot see, smell, taste or feel radioactivity. It can only
be observed with advanced measuring equipment.

To measure is to know

•
•
•
•

Four fields of action
People
environment
food
NORM industry

SCK CEN is a specialist in
measuring radioactivity, low
radioactivity in particular.
The research centre identifies the type of radiation:
alpha and beta radiation
consisting of particles, and
gamma radiation consisting
of electromagnetic waves.
Besides that, it determine its
radioactivity. Why are these
analyses important? The
measurement of low radioactivity values can be used
to check whether the legal
limits (including for food
import and production) are
being respected.
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Expertise

Society
Our contribution to today's society

SCK CEN has a long tradition
of philosophical and socioscientific research. We study
the social, political and ethical
aspects of the use of nuclear
technology in our society.

SCK CEN adopts a neutral position in the societal debate
on nuclear energy and other nuclear applications. It is
not us, but society that must decide to what extent these
technologies deserves a chance to offer solutions for the
challenges of the future.
We also encourage critical reflection internally on our
own position as a scientific institute and on the role of
every scientist and policy-maker in it. We are convinced
that critical research begins (and ends) with critical selfinvestigation.
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The accident at Chernobyl in 1986 led to greater
regard across the nuclear sector for safety and to the
development of measures to limit the consequences of
any accidents. The natural disaster at Fukushima, which
caused heavy damage to a number of nuclear reactors
with far-reaching consequences for the population and
surroundings, makes us realise that safety should never
be an assumption. A research centre like the SCK CEN is
not blind to these problems, instead contributing towards
their future prevention. We are a major partner for the
Belgian authorities in maximum preparation for such
nuclear emergencies.

Areas of expertise

Safe operation
thanks to material tests
Under strict supervision
The atomic age began in December 1939, when two
German physicists, Otto Hahn and his assistant Fritz
Strassmann, split a uranium atom for the first time. Three
years later, scientists caused a chain reaction. Since that
discover, the relatively young science has developed at a
rapid pace. Belgium was one of the first countries to focus
on the development of nuclear energy.
In 1961, Belgian Reactor 3 (BR3) was started up in Mol
for electricity production. In the 70s and 80s, Doel and
Tihange added a nuclear fleet for commercial production
in Belgium. There are around 120 nuclear reactors
operational in Europe at the moment.

Safety first
Several European countries decided to extend
the operation of nuclear power stations. The
safety of these is a priority. After some time,
the structural materials can be altered by the
radioactive radiation. It is important to research
these alterations and to be able to predict them
accurately.
Since it was founded, SCK CEN has been
committed to the study of nuclear fuels and
irradiated materials. Thanks to these studies,
the research centre has built up a treasure trove
of knowledge on material ageing. Operators
both at home and abroad call upon SCK CEN to
advise them on their monitoring programmes.
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Expertise

Innovative reaction types
and nuclear fuels
Safe & sustainable
With its expertise, SCK CEN continues to innovate and seek
solutions for handling natural resources more sustainably.
One of these areas of research is aimed at rapid reactors.
These can split uranium-238 and the reuse the substance
consumed as fuel.
In SCK CEN's MYRRHA project, we are focusing on
transmutation: radioactive waste substances with a
long lifespan are converted into less toxic substances
with a shorter lifespan. This will allow us to loosen the
requirements for the geological disposal of radioactive
waste. To this end, we are building a research reactor with
a sub-critical core.
This will not contain sufficient fissile material to
spontaneously sustain a chain reaction. Instead, the
chain reaction will be initiated by a particle accelerator.
When this is switched off, the chain reaction immediately
dissipates, which makes the reactor safe and easy to
control.

Lead-bismuth
as a coolant
These alternatives such as rapid reactors have
a great many extra challenges. For example, we
cannot use any water to cool the rapid reactors.
Water slows the fast neutrons down. Gases and
liquid metals such as sodium and lead-bismuth are
eligible coolants, however. SCK CEN is researching
the lead-bismuth option in the context of the
MYRRHA research reactor – after all, the choice of
coolant will determine the design.
In order to test every aspect against reality, the
research centre has high-tech laboratories and
state-of-the-art calculation codes.
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Areas of expertise

Nuclear fusion
Nuclear fusion:
the Sun on Earth
No greenhouse gases, almost no long-lived radioactive
waste and a practically unlimited quantity of energy. With
that prospect, it is also known as the Holy Grail of the
energy world: nuclear fusion, a technique that imitates
the way the Sun generates energy. The Sun causes two
(hydrogen) atomic nuclei to smash together and fuse into a
heavier atomic nucleus (helium). This process takes place
under very high pressure and temperature.
We cannot imitate that high pressure on Earth. In order
to achieve comparable fusion reactions at a low pressure,
scientists use two variants of hydrogen: deuterium and
tritium. Deuterium is extracted from seawater, while
tritium is produced in the fusion reactor itself by exposing
lithium to neutrons. The atomic nuclei, both positively
charged, repel each other. This is why they are heated to
150 million degrees Celsius. At these temperatures, an
electrically charged gas is produced, called plasma. If the
temperatures in the plasma get high enough, the particles
will fuse together and produce an enormous quantity of
energy.

Impact of extreme
temperatures and reactions
The components in a nuclear fusion reactor are
exposed to far more extreme conditions than
with traditional nuclear reactors. International
research centres, including SCK CEN, are joining
forces to work out the effect of those extreme
conditions. What are the radiation effects on the
equipment, the robotics and crucial structural
materials? How do we maintain the nuclear
reaction in the fusion reactor?
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Expertise

Particle accelerator
No spontaneous
chain reaction
A reactor core is filled with uranium-235 atoms. Each
uranium atom consists of a nucleus with protons and
neutrons, with a number of electrons swarming around
it. As soon as a neutron collides with a uranium atom, it
can fall apart. This process is known as nuclear fission.
In nuclear fission, new neutrons are released, with in
turn collide with other nuclei. This brings about a chain
reaction. Reactors powered by a particle accelerator,
however – better known as Accelerator-Driven Systems –

have a sub-critical core. This means that the core will not
have sufficient fissile material to spontaneously sustain a
chain reaction. This is why it must be constantly fed with
neutrons – these neutrons are created using a particle
accelerator. The particle accelerator will accelerate a
bundle of protons to ultimately fire them at a spallation
target in the heart of the reactor core. That impact releases
neutrons, which will maintain the fission reaction.

Safe technology
It is therefore the particle accelerator that
both initiates and maintains the chain
reaction. This makes the technology safe
and easy to control. When the particle
accelerator is switched off, the chain
reaction ceases automatically. The reactor
falls dormant within a millionth of a second.
SCK CEN is throwing its weight behind
this technology by constructing MYRRHA
(Multi-purpose hYbrid Research Reactor for
High-tech Applications). MYRRHA is a multifaceted research infrastructure, but above
all a unique one. It is the world's first research
reactor powered by a particle accelerator.
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Areas of expertise

Radiochemistry
An answer to
societal challenges
The number of cancer patients is rising worldwide every
year. There is still no definitive solution for managing
highly radioactive waste. Society is therefore facing several
challenges. Radiochemistry can provide an answer to this.
What is radiochemistry? Radiochemistry is concerned with
the chemistry of radioactive substances. Scientists study
chemical processes in irradiated and natural radioactive

materials to be able to apply these in the chemical and
medical sector. In the medical sector, for example, these
processes are used to produce medical radio-isotopes.
The se radio-isotope s are indispensable in the battle against
cancer. They are used worldwide to make diagnoses, treat
cancer and for monitoring during treatment.

Separation chemistry as a
key competence
Radiochemistry plays a central role in SCK
CEN's large-scale projects. In the development of new radiochemical processes, separation chemistry is one of the research centre's key competences. Thanks to separation
chemistry, scientists can obtain pure products. High purity is necessary for the characterisation and application of those products.
In recent years, SCK CEN has joined forces
with the most prominent radiochemical
laboratories in Europe. This allowed the research centre to broaden and consolidate its
expertise in that field.
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Expertise

Crisis management
Permanent measurement
of radioactivity
The Federal Agency for Nuclear Control (FANC) keeps
a sharp eye on radioactivity on Belgian territory. The
agency manages the TELERAD network: more than 250
measuring stations measure radioactivity in the air
and river water 24 hours a day. Air, water, soil and food
samples are also continually taken and analysed: SCK
CEN makes an important contribution to this. As soon as
a limit is exceeded, an alarm is raised. Does that happen

often? The nuclear sector is bound to strict safety rules and
procedures. That means the chance of a nuclear accident is
small, but never out of the question. In a nuclear incident
or accident, radioactivity may be released into the air,
water or soil. In order to be able to take the appropriate
measures, the government needs to be able to assess the
situation accurately.

Nuclear accident:
taking measures
A range of factors, such as weather conditions, can affect the
spread of the radioactivity and the radiological impact. The
wind blows the radioactive cloud in a particular direction,
while radioactive particles end up on the ground from rain,
for example. SCK CEN pays particular attention to this field.
The purpose Predicting the anticipated impact on people
and the environment and advising on protective measures.
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Areas of expertise

Dosimetry
Measuring doses
Exposure exposed
Certain work processes, including electricity production
through nuclear energy, nuclear medicine, medical imaging and radiotherapy, make use of ionising radiation or radioactivity. Exposure to this can damage tissue and DNA.
The risk of damage to health increases with heightened
exposure. The risk to health is determined by the method of

Detecting doses
Given that radioactivity cannot be perceived by
human senses, scientists use dosimeters. Dosimeters
do not protect people or the environment from
ionising radiation, but do allow the dose sustained
to be detected and monitored. SCK CEN has been
active in this field forever and a day. The research
centre measures and analyses the ionising radiation
to which people and the environment are exposed,
and studies the latest technologies in this field.

exposure and the properties of the radiation source. What
distance is there between the person and the source? What
type of radiation is being emitted? In what quantity? The
maximum dose of radiation that someone is allowed to sustain is laid down in legal limits.

Three fields
Dosimetry consists of
three sub-fields:

personal,
ambient
& reactor dosimetry.
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SCK CEN Academy
Through SCK CEN Academy, we guarantee the transfer
of all nuclear knowledge, skills and attitudes of both
students and professionals in nuclear fields.
The greater the access to nuclear knowledge, the
better the competences of students and workers

in the workplace and the safer the use of radioactive
radiation in industry, healthcare and research. Moreover,
e xce lle nt knowle dge sharing also supports ne w, innovative
applications that can be enjoyed by society as a whole.

To expand and maintain nuclear knowledge about the peaceful application
of ionising radiation: this is one of SCK CEN's main ambitions.

Our spearheads

Supervising
young scientists

Tailored academic training
for professionals

SCK CEN experts are ready to supervise bachelor, master
and doctorate students as young professionals. We offer
supervised placements and post-doctoral positions to
enhance nuclear competences.

SCK CEN Academy collaborates with a range of universities
in Belgium and abroad, contributing towards academic
education. Alongside this, it also offers tailored training
to improve knowledge and skills in industry, the medical
sector, research organisations and government institutions
that are concerned with radioactive applications.

Policy support
for nuclear training

Placing value on
critical-intellectual capacities

Through networking activities and participation in
international projects, SCK CEN Academy contributes
towards better harmonisation between training courses
and the recognition of skills at a national and international
level. We also take the lead on organising conferences and
workshops on training in nuclear sciences and technology.

SCK CEN Academy is committed to the critical view and
objectivity of students, interns and doctorate researchers
in the nuclear field. The aim is to stimulate their critical
vision in terms of scientific, social, political and ethical
aspects such that the evaluation of nuclear applications
always takes place as objectively as possible.
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Infrastructure
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Infrastructure

BR1

Top-class
versatility
Belgian Reactor 1 (BR1) was the first research reactor
in Belgium. This air-cooled graphite reactor was
commissioned in 1956 and excels at flexibility. Originally,
the research reactor was mainly used for research into
reactor and neutron physics and the production of
radio-isotopes. Now, it is being used for the irradiation
of components, the calibration of measurement
instruments, analyses and the training of nuclear experts.
BR1 is deployed at the request of other research centres,
universities and industry.
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Infrastructure

BR2

A (reactor) vessel
full of knowledge
Belgian Reactor 2 (BR2) is a material testing reactor. Since
it was started up in 1962, it has been one of the most
powerful research reactors in the world. By testing nuclear
fuels and materials, BR2 is contributing to guaranteeing
the safety of current and future nuclear installations. The
research reactor is also a vital player in the worldwide
supply of medical radio-isotopes. Radio-isotopes are
used in nuclear medicine for the diagnosis and treatment
of certain diseases, including cancer. On an annual basis,
the BR2 research reactor produces more than 25% of the
worldwide demand for molybdenum-99, or even up to
65% when demand is high. Almost 7 million examinations
are carried out every year thanks to Belgian production.
Other applications can be found in industry and in the
production of high-quality semiconductors (doped
silicon). These semiconductors are the basic material for
the electronic components of systems for solar and wind
energy, hybrid cars, and high-speed trains, for example.
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Infrastructure

BR3

Training ground for
dismantling projects

Belgian Reactor 3 (BR3) was the first pressure water reactor
in Europe. It entered service in 1962 and was closed down
for good in 1987. The reactor served as a prototype for the
reactors in Doel and Tihange. The European Commission
selected BR3 as a pilot project in order to demonstrate the
technical and economic feasibility of reactor dismantling
in realistic circumstances. The project is currently in its
third phase: restoration of the site to its original state.
The expertise that SCK CEN has developed thanks to the
dismantling of BR3 puts the research centre at national
and international disposal. Moreover, those valuable
insights are an excellent guideline for the design of new
nuclear facilities.
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Infrastructure

VENUS

Mini MYRRHA
The VENUS research reactor, which stands for Vulcan
Experimental Nuclear Study, came about in 1964. VENUS
is in service as a flexible, experimental facility for nuclear
reactor physics studies into new reactor systems, and the
testing of reactor calculations. The facility has seen several
renovations and modernisations, but the year 2007 in
particular marked a new phase in its history. As part of the
GUINEVERE proje ct, SCK CEN de cide d to convert the VENUS
reactor into a scale model of Accelerator-Driven Systems
(ADS). The particular accelerator was first connected in
2011. The successful conversion is a major step forwards
in the development of MYRRHA. VENUS is a “zero-power
reactor”: its power is barely 500 Watts, about half that of a
humble household vacuum cleaner.
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HADES

225 metres underground
In order to test geological disposal in Boom clay against
reality, SCK CEN began constructing a laboratory
225 metres underground in 1980. The underground
laboratory was appropriately named HADES – the god
of the underworld. Scientists there are researching the
mechanical, chemical and microbiological characteristics
of the clay and the interaction between the radioactive
waste and the materials in which the waste will be packed.
How slowly do the radioactive substances diffuse into
the clay? How quickly are the waste's packing materials
affected? How can we build tunnels and side-tunnels?
The research results, computer models and simulations
are promising. The radioactivity that would be released
from the layer of clay in highly rarefied concentrations
after thousands of years would have no impact on people
or the environment. The HADES underground laboratory
is now under the management of ESV EURIDICE, an joint
economic venture between SCK CEN and NIRAS.
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Infrastructure

Recognition as a role model by

IAEA
In 2017, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
designated SCK CEN as one of the four International
Centres based on Research Reactors (ICERR) in the world,
owing to its unique knowledge and infrastructure. With
this label, the IAEA is aiming to give member states access
to those research infrastructures, thus helping them to
develop nuclear science and technological programmes.
For example, BR1, BR2, MYRRHA and VENUS are included
in the ICERR programme. SCK CEN also provides academic
training for students and tailor-made training programmes
for experts. Do you have a project? Our experts will guide
you through the research programme and help endusers to optimise the operation of their existing research
reactors.
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Deep-rooted expertise
1952

1962

The Belgian government establishes
the Study Centre for the Applications
of Nuclear Energy (STK-CEAEN). STKCEAEN bases itself in Mol, a village in
the Antwerp Campines.

The pressure
water reactor
BR3 starts up.

1974
SCK CEN begins a research
programme into the possibility of
disposing of radioactive waste deep
underground.

SCK CEN conducts the Mol 7C
e
xpe
rime
nt in the BR2 re
se
arch
reactor. This experiment remains an
international reference point for the
qualification of fuel in rapid reactors.

1979
1956

1961

1964

The Belgian Reactor 1 – BR1 for short
– enters service.

SCK CEN grows: research reactor BR2
enters service.

The VENUS reactor is operational.
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history of SCK CEN
Reactor BR3 is closed down. The first
dismantling research programme in
Western Europe begins immediately.

1995

SCK CEN and the National Institution
for Radioactive Waste and Enriched
Nuclear Fuels (NIRAS) establish
ESV EURIDICE. In this research
programme, along with other
partners, they investigate whether
radioactive waste can be safe
ly
disposed of in layers of clay deep
underground.

1987
1998
SCK CEN integrates human and
social sciences into its research
programmes.

1991

1999

2004
SCK CEN opens new laboratories for
research into radiobiology, radioecology and space travel.

SCK CEN's non-nuclear activities are
subsumed into VITO, the Flemish
Institution
for
Technological
Research. Both centres work on
the same site as good neighbours,
but develop independently of one
another.

SCK CEN removes the reactor vessel
from BR3.
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20101

2012

2017

GUINEVERE, the scale mode
l of
MYRRHA, is inaugurated: a step
forwards in research into ‘acceleratordriven systems’.

SCK CEN celebrates its sixtieth
birthday and establishes the Academy
for Nuclear Science and Technology.
The Academy brings together all the
education and training activities.

The SCK CEN was the third institute
in the world to receive the ICERR
certificate
(International Centre
based on Research Reactors) from the
International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA).

As a member of Ondernemers Voor
Ondernemers (‘Entrepreneurs For
Entrepreneurs’), SCK CEN launches
the INSPIRATION project to breathe
new life into spirulina cultivation in
Congo.

20162

20102

2014

20161

The federal government decides
to support the MYRRHA proje
ct
financially.
Europe
considers
MYRRHA to be priority re
se
arch
infrastructure for energy safety and
the battle against climate change.

Launch of PRACLAY project: a test
to study the impact and heat on the
deep clay layer.

After a 16-month maintenance cycle,
the BR2 is successfully restarted.
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2018

The
federal
government
announces that it will support the
implementation of MYRRHA, a large
new research infrastructure in
Belgium. It will fund the construction
of MYRRHA to the tune of 558 million
euros in the 2019-2038 period.

SCK CEN and the National Institute
for Radio-Elements (IRE) enter into
a partnership. This public-public
partnership offers a systematic
solution for the management of all
highly radioactive residues resulting
from the production of medical
radioisotopes that are stored on the
IRE site in Fleurus.

2019

2020

Exploring
a better tomorrow
We continue to build the future,
discover more about our three largest projects.

SCK CEN was founded in the 50s to
study the applications of nuclear
e
ne
rgy, but since the
n we have
expanded our knowledge to a wide
range of research fields. Each of them
with a strongly future-oriented and
international focus. In order to add to
that international dimension, we go
by our double name ‘Studiecentrum
voor Kernenergie/Centre d’Etude
de l’Energie Nucléaire’ (Dutch and
French for ‘Study Centre for Nuclear
Energy’). We will henceforth appear
everywhere by our abbreviation –
separated by a space, not a bullet
point.
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NURA

Medical radio-isotopes are certain radioactive
substances that are currently frequently used in
nuclear medicine for cancer diagnoses. However,
nuclear medicine is at a tipping point: targeted cancer
treatments with therapeutic radiopharmaceuticals
are on the up. In this process, a carrier molecule
transmits a therapeutic radio-isotope to the cancer
cells in the body. As soon as the carrier molecule
has attached to the cell, the radioactive isotope will
irradiate the cancer cell. It is the intention to disrupt
the DNA of the tumour cell. The tumour cell dies,
shrinks and may possibly even disappear entirely.

Expertise as leverage
against cancer
Demand for therapeutic radiopharmaceuticals
is
expected to rise sharply as the number of cancer cases
increases year on year. In 2018, an estimated 18.1 million
people were diagnosed with cancer; 9.6 million patients
died from the disease.

Groundbreaking
research
With NURA, SCK CEN is considerably reinforcing
its contribution in the battle against cancer,
both independently and in collaboration with
clinical and industrial partners. By pooling
internal knowledge and expertise in terms of
radiopharmaceuticals, NURA is contributing
to the development of the next generation of
radiopharmaceuticals.
More specifically, NURA is carrying out
game-changing research into therapeutic
radiopharmaceuticals for treating different
types of cancer. SCK CEN also has its own
research programme and is aiming to develop
into a Contract Research Organisation. In
addition, SCK CEN is also a producer of medical
isotopes.
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MYRRHA

SCK CEN is actively working to design and build a
new multi-functional research reactor: MYRRHA
(Multi-purpose hYbrid Research Reactor for High-tech
Applications). MYRRHA is a multi-faceted research
infrastructure, but above all a unique one. It is the
world's first research reactor powered by a particle
accelerator.

Purple-grey gold

In contrast to traditional reactors, the reactor core is
not cooled with water, but with a liquid metal mixture of
lead (44.5%) and bismuth (55.5%). The advantage of this
mixture is that it does not slow down the fission neutrons.
These faster neutrons enable a wide range of applications.

Versatility in innovation
The special thing about the unique configuration –
Accelerator-Driven System (ADS) – is the ‘sub-critical’
re actor core . The core will not have sufficie nt fissile mate rial
to spontaneously sustain a chain reaction. Instead, it must
be continuously fed by an external source of neutrons
via a particle accelerator. The particle accelerator fires
protons at a target to create the neutrons that sustain the
fission reactions in the reactor. If the particle accelerator
is switched off, the chain reaction stops automatically and
the reactor falls dormant within a millionth of a second.

The MYRRHA project is aimed
at the development of four
applications:

Less (toxic) nuclear waste
Production of
medical radio-isotopes
New reactor concepts
Fundamental research
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RECUMO

Thanks to the partnership recently entered into by
SCK CEN and the National Institute for Radio-Elements
(IRE), a structural solution has been found for the
management of all highly radioactive residues resulting
from the production of medical radioisotopes that are
stored on the IRE site in Fleurus.

State-of-the-art technology for nuclear medicine
Belgium is one of the five global players in the production
and distribution of medical radioisotopes. Medical radioisotopes are certain radioactive substances for tracking
down and treating cancer. Almost 7 million patients are
able to undergo a medical examination thanks to the
Belgian production of molybdenum-99, one of the mostused radio-isotopes in nuclear medicine for making cancer
diagnoses. SCK CEN and the National Institute for RadioElements (IRE) are collaborating on this. SCK CEN irradiates

targets: uranium tubes of barely 16cm, which the IRE treats
with a chemical process afterwards. The medical radioisotopes can then be directly administered to patients. The
production is accompanied by highly radioactive residues.
These highly radioactive residues are stored at the IRE site
in Fleurus, but the stock was approaching the acceptable
storage limits. If the storage limit is reached, production
cannot be guaranteed.

Structural solution
SCK CEN and the National Institute for Radio-Elements (IRE) are coming together with the public-public partnership
RECUMO. SCK CEN will purify both the current and future highly radioactive residues in order to diminish the storage.
This way, RECUMO will contribute to the certainty of supply for medical radio-isotopes, which are indispensable in the
battle against cancer. The RECUMO project is being implemented in close cooperation with the Directorate-General
for Energy of the FPS Economy, SMEs, Self-employed and Energy, and under the supervision of the Federal Agency for
Nuclear Control (FANC). They will impose safety and security standards and will carry out checks to ensure that these are
strictly complied with.
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Exploring
a better tomorrow

sckcen.be

